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Enthusiastic Crowds Cheer Nixon
By EUGENE V. RISHER
BELGRADE (UPI)- President
Nixon embarked Wednesday on
the first visit by an American
chief executive to Communist
Yugoslavia, cheered and
occasionally mobbed by 200,000
persons shouting, "Neex-on,
Neex·on." He told President Tito
"you can be our friend without
being anyone else's enemy."
The remark, made in an

•·

•

Censorship:
By SARAH LAIDLAW
The student press, above ground
and mostly tied to accompanying
colleges. and universitie_s, is now
undergomg attack by legislators and
administrators. The attacks range in
geology from the California school
system to the state university of the
New York system. A lot of people
aren't at all upset by censorship, but
those not upset are those who are
censoring. Student journalists
particularly those who are the brunt
of repression, are upset. It just
depends on how close to home the
zap strikes.

•
I

Sometimes the censorship of the
stu dent press is manifested in
straight fo~-ward suppression and
seizure of newspapers. Most times,
however, the suppression is far more
cagily done. University
administrators are finally beginning
to see that when even a disliked
student newspaper is openly seized,
most students get uptight about it, if
only because to most a bad paper is
better than no paper at all.
But legislators and administrators
are getting it together. They are
locking student journalists out of
their offices, in the tradition of the
Purdue University Exponent
lock-out in August. The Exponent
editor arrived at her office one
morning to find the locks had been
changed, and she could no longer get
at Exponent-owned office
equipment.
In the California (UC) system, UC
papers are either going to have to go
independent of student subsidy, or
submit to an advisory operation.
The UC board of regents ordered a
study of campus newspapers after a
regent who has sat on the board for
more than a decade charged tiC
papers have "taken on the character
of media for the propagation of
radical political and social
philosophies, the advocacy of
anarchy and lawlessness,

Establishment Fights Back

indoctrination Qf their readers with
standards of conduct which .are
generally unacceptable and
promoting the total disrespect of all
authority."
Only two UC papers feel they can
go independent-Berkeley and Los
Angeles-while the others may have
to cut down on. issues per week, or
close completely.
The Rutgers Daily Targum is
facing an investigation because of
so-called obscenities in an article
printed this month. A local politico
has demanded that a legislative panel
be started to set "moral guidelines"
for student papers subsidized by
public funds. (Money had a lot to do
with the UC hassle, too-one of the
regents' threats was loss of student
subsidy).
And, of course, the New Jersey
~olitico, Republican Peter Garibaldi,
like other protectors of American
morals, states he is not trying to
censor the Targum. "I want to make
clear that I firmly believe that no
government body can or should
prescribe any standards of religion or
moral orthodoxy. Nevertheless, I do
believe that the state has a
responsibility to establish some sort
of guidelines," Garibaldi said.
The Spectrum at State University
of New York (SUNY) Buffalo, will
never again be able to print "pig" in
reference to police, public officials
or administrators. A new city
ordinance prohibits the use of "pig,"
and the punishment is up to 30 days
imprisonment.
Then, there is the famous
Fitchburg case. 'l'he Fitchburg, Mass.
Cycle faced a review of all published
material after they reprinted
Eldridge Cleaver's "Black Moochie.''
But the courts ruled that once a state
school has started a newspaper, it
cannot be restricted in its operation.
The judge said, "Because of the
potentially great social value of a
free student voice in an age of
student awareness, it would be
inconcistent with basic assumptions

of ·first amendment freedoms to
permit a campus newspaper to be
simply a vehicle for the ideas the
state or the college administration
deems appropriate." So the Cycle
continues to publish, but the editors
will think more than twice before
they print something slightly
"dangerous."
Following censorship of an
editorial in the Arizona State
University
(ASU) State Press , a
.
rev1ew committee was formed by the
ASU president, Robert Newburn.
The committee suggested that the
State Press be operated without prior
censorship, but Newburn overrode
the suggestion. The State Press now
has a faculty advisor who has full
censorship powers, especially when
material is potentially "libelous or
clearly not in the best interests of
the university."
But, magnanimously, Newburn
said "every effort" should be made
to avoid prior censorship.
As an alternative to the tightened
screws of censorship, some
universities are finding themselves
like ASU, with two papers. One i~
subsidized by the students, another
is subsidized by outside money.
Other papers are going financially
independent so they no longer have
to submit to administrative or
legislative dictates.
Other student editors, including
this one, are quickly redefining their
ideas about censorship ... and that,
to put it bluntly, is what the student
press is facing. Every time an editor
deletes a controversial item because
the administration or legislature
would get upset, that's censorship.
Every time a legislator "suggests"
that an editor "clean up" a student
newspaper (which is what The Lobo
is now facing), that is censorship.
But why are the politicos and
ad ministrators worried about the
student press to the point that they

practice censorship?
The United States has glorified
being young, all the way from the
sexy, young advertisements for soft
drinks, to older women wearing mini
skirts and body shirts. Yet, at the
same time being young is glorified,
the youth are disenfranchised. The
old adage about frustrated youth is
in many cases true-young people are
frustrated because we seemingly have
few areas in which we are allowed to
express an opinion and have that
opinion accepted.
It would also appear that the
"establishment" is scared of young
people and our new ideas. Many of
us refuted the ideas of "America
right or wrong," "the system is
always right," and "I want two cars
and a color TV.'' It should come as
no shock that older people feel
threatened. No one likes to be told
that their life style is wrong-young
or old.
Many young ideas, which to
administrators and legislators are
revolutionary, are reported in the
student press. We write to our
audiences-young people. And the
administrators and legislators
censoring the student press feel the
threat.
The administrators and legislators
feel the threat further because the
student press is a reflection of what
is happening on college campuses.
Students are becoming more aware
of themselves as people. Students are
beginning to demand that they have
a voice in the administration of their
educational institutions and their
country. Student papers are no
longer bulletin boards, ass kissing
administrations and "what's right."
Until the "threat" to established
ideas is ended-and that isn't going
to be for a long time-the student
press will continue to face
censorship.

NEV\1

after-dinner exchange of toasts at
Tito's regal white palace, was
calculated to please the fiercely
independent Yugoslav leader, who
broke away from Soviet
domination 22 years ago and has
tried since to steer a course
between the great power blocs,
In his own toast, Tito warned
that mankind will continue to live
under the trheat of a new world
war unless the United States and
Russia settle their differences.
The cordial tone of the toasts
was in keeping with the friendly
mood established when Nixon's
Air Force One jetliner touched
down after a flight from Naples,
Italy. There, he presided earlier in
the day over a secret, high ·level
review of Middle East prospects
following the death of Gamal
Abdel Nasser.
Nixon is making a nine-day
European visit, intended to show
the United States is not
abandoning its role in the
Mediterranean despite growing
Soviet influence in the region.
Motorcade Stopped
Friendly crowds, estimated by
Yugoslav security officials at
200,000, lined a 15-mile route
from the airport into this drab
Balkan city of one million
population, and twice Nixon
stepped out of his car and plunged
into the throngs of pumping
hands.
"No, no, let them come,"
Nixon shouted to Yugoslav police
and U.S. Secret Service agents
pushing the crowds back, "Let
them shake hands." Once Nixon
climbed atop a parked car. A
woman handed up a baby in a red
winter coat, Grinning broadly,
Nixon took the child, then
handed her back.
He asked an interpreter how to
say "thank you very much" in
Serbo-Croatian. Then he shouted
it to the crowd: "Hva!a Leppo!"
/

The Yugoslavs roared with
delight.
Later Nixon called the welcome
''magnificent" and "very
heart-warming."
But with the exception of the
enthusiasm he aroused when he
stopped his motorcade, Nixon did
not evoke the huge outpouring of
jubilation that greeted him in
neighboring Communist Romania
one year ago, according to U.S.
officials who accompanied ·him
there.
After driving into Belgrade
Nixon drove out again to place ~
wreath before the tomb of
Yugoslavia's Unknown Soldier on
Mt. Avala, 10 miles east of the
city. Then he and Mrs. Nixon
were guests Wednesday night at a
dinner and gala reception hosted
by Tito and his wife, Mrs. Jovanka
Broz, both partisan fighters during
World War II struggle against the
Nazis.
In his toast, Nixon said the sole,
objective of the United States in
the Middle East and Vietnam "is
to help ensure that people and
nations will live in peace and be
able to build their own lives in
accordance with their own
aspirations, with due regard to
·those of others."
With apparent refet·ence to the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia,
an event that deeply disturbed' the
Yugoslavs, Nixon said: "We do
not accept doctrines by which one
power purports to abridge the
right of other countries to shape
their own destinies and to pursue
their own legitimate interests."
T ito, a bespectacled, stocky
man with wavy gray hair
rl:'sponded that "mere
negotiations and the avoidance of
confrontation between the big
powers are in themselves no
longer sufficient."
"Burning Issues"
Unless the "burning issues" of

the world are resolved, he said,
"Then we shall gain only shorie1·
or longer intervals of respite
between periods of cold war and
we shall continue to live under the
permanent threat of the outbreak
of conflict with unforseeable
consequences."
The President and Mrs. Nixon
will give a state dinner Thursday
night for the Titos, a roast beef
affair that will be the only dinner
Nixon hosts on the current tour.
Neither president spoke in great
detail about the Middle East in
their toasts Wednesday night, but
it was a subject that has
dominated Nixon's trip so fa'!·
because of Nasser's death.
Nixon was expected to broach
the topic of the American peace
initiative in the Middle East in
formal talks on Thursday with
Tito, who has emerged since
Nasser's death as a leader of the
unaligned nations.
Tito chose to pass up Nasser's
funeral in Cairo so the Nixon visit,
long sought by Yugoslavia, could
go ahead.
Before departure from Naples,
Nixon held a secret meeting with
North Atlantic Treaty
Organization officials at NATO's
Southern European headquarters
and with American ambassadors
to a d ozcn Mediterranean
countries.
At a public reception just prior
to the meeting, the President
spoke of his own deep concern
over the Middle East. "A period
of change also can be one of very
great danger because in a time of
change there is turmoil, there is
lack of confidence that comes
wlll'n instability sPems to he the
order of the day," he said.
Nixon had appealed Tuesday to
whoever succeeds Nasser to keep
the ccasefire with Israel and
resume the peace talks that were
broken off last month.

--------
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IVIEXICO
Repression Rules at Oregon Universities
High Unemployment Rate 8/amec/ for Unrest
(Editor's note: Gil Johnson's examination of university-oriented
issues in Oregon specifically and
the Northwest generally is the
first in a College Press Service
series. The series is designed to
keep all students up to date on
campus developments across the
nation.)
By GIL JOHNSON
(CPS)-Depression and repression are the words students activists are bandying around this fall
in Oregon. Strong words as they
may be, nearly everyone from
local SDSers to political candidates are resorting to these terms
in describing the state's political
and economic climate.
Oregon's economy is in such
pitiful straits-nine percent unemployment, in some areas exceeding 20 percent-that even its
conservative governor, Tom McCall, has been forced to disagree
with President Nixon's economic
policy. The trouble lies with the
high interest rates imposed by
the federal government to stem
wartime inflation. Oregon's only
major industry is lumber, and as
nny economics primer will tell
you, people aren't about to buy
houses or much of anything else
made of wood when interest rates
are high.
As a result, most of Oregon's
lumber and lumbar-related industry is operating at minimum capacity, workers are being laid off,
and the ones who are kept on have
not seen a rnise in three years.
This situation has provoked a
number o£ prolonged strikes, and
this is where the students come
in. During the past year, ~tuden~s
from O~·cgon's three mllJOl' Universities have been joining the

picket lines and getting busuted
along with union regulars.
Typical of the situation is the
strike at Mouldings, Inc., where
25 students from the University
of Oregon and Oregon State University have already been arrested in the course of the 10month-long strike. Almost all of
the plant's 500 workers walked
out last November, yet the company can keep it closed down because other Mouldings, Inc. plants
are flourishing in the South where
labor is cheap, readily available
and non-union. Most of the strikers arc women, and sexual discrimination in wages is the rule
for the company. Women, doing
the same jobs as male employes,
were averaging $1.80 an hour, or
nearly a dollar an hour less than
the men who worked there. Women who become pregnant are summarily fired.
Students learned of police cooperation with management early
this August when the local authorities bloeked roads leading to
the rural plant and refused pass·
age to students. This move
prompted Oregon State student
body President Doug Sweet to
lead a delegation of students
shortly afterward, and resulted
in a majority of the arrests for
disorderly conduct.
At Mouldings, Inc., as with most
most other strikes in the state,
the workers have not invited the
students to picket, but neither
have they rejected them. The students serve to publicize the
strikes, which are otherwise
ignored by the state press. Student leaders feel that a statewide worker-student alliance may
g1•ow of these actions. They also

recognize the chance to talk to
the workers about other issues of
concern to students, notably the
war.
In Eugene, home of the University of Oregon, students have joined in with unemployed and lower
income community families to
maintain a food cooperative, a
wood-and-fuel cooperative and
other survival organizations. The
students view these projects as
''building alternative life-styles"
or as practicing socialism. The
community people view the co-ops
simply as meeting their needs for
food and other commodities during the economic depression.
Another group which faces the
prospects of unemployment in
Oregon this year is that of radical
professors. The state system of
higher education has adopted, as
a means of dealing wlth campus
disorders, the tactic of selective
repression, according to John
Froines, the most notorious of
these professors.
Froines, one of the two acquitted members of the Chicago
Eight Conspiracy trial, resigned
his teaching position at the University of Oregon last week. One
of his colleagues, Irving Wainer,
a research associate in the university's molecular biology department, wall fired under an expired federal statute dealing with
"the use of force ot· threat of
force to disrupt university business/' Wainer's misdeeds consisted of partici}mting in :five "disruptive" guerilla theatre &kirts
whieh disparaged the ROTC pr()gram at Oregon U.
Wainer was released without
the customary public hearing usually employed in cases of faculty

conduct. He is in the process of
for the campuses. McCall, as well
appealing this decision, made by
as the state legislature, is up for
University of Oregon President
re-election this year. In response
Robert Clark, to the state board
to public outcry that -something
of higher education. But he says
be done about campus disorders,
he is running out of money, which
these politicians have gone niter
may prohibit the retention of his
the radical professors.
lawyer.
The State Board of Higher Ed-~
At Oregon State, mathematic-s
ucation has recently adopted new
professor Michael Popadoupolis
rules of student and faculty conwas fired by his own department
duct, enumerating nine separate
for "incompetence." Being the
clauses which can be used as
first professor to be dismissed
cause for expelling students and
under that charge from Oregon
firing faculty. One of these deals
State in years, he suspects he was
with intelicring with nonnal uniaxed for his opp01lition to the
versity business. It goes so far as
Vietnam war and support of other
to say "intelierence with normal
radical causes. Popadoupolis was
administrative or educational acone of a handful to radical profestivities with a disruptive or consors at the traditionally conservatroversial aim" is a violation of
tive school and has received little
student and faculty conduct. This
support from his colleagues.
could mean a professor who deAt Portland State University,
votes his class time to discussion
students clashed with police after
of the war on moratorium day
Kent State in probably the most
could be found guilty of such a
violent o£ all disorders on any
violation,
Oregon campus last year. Out of
In reaction to these pressures
these events, six students were
from the state legislature, "Stueither expelled or suspended, and
dent governments in Oregon havP
nine faculty members were either
organized a group called Oregon
fired or forced to resign, includAssociated Students. The primary
ing Dean of Faculties Howard
responsibility of this group is to
Buroughs. Buroughs had objected
lobby with the governor, the legto some of the policies impleislature and the state board
mented by the university adminisagainst these new rules, which
tration during the student strikes,
almost all the student body presi·
and later the administration made
dents feel are repressive. They
it clear he wasn't wanted around
will also fight for student control
the institution. Another faculty
of student incidental fees, student
member, Lane Barton, was fired
seats on the state board and he
as educational activities advisor admission of more minority stu
during the year, reportedly bedents.
cause he was "overly11 ·eonm=cl---Witlr-aliH:.tre-r~rl;ns-rJris1E!d-~.-----'
state politicians about curbing
with 11tudents.
Since the events of last spring,
campus unrest-plus the ever inOregon, like most other states in
creasing disenehantment among
the nation, has been going on a
students with the Nixon adminislaw-and-order binge, particularly tration.
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Most Cases Thrown Out

World

·Porno Rears Its

Head

Flag Abuse Convictions Rare

News

WASHINGTON (CPS)Protesters charged with misusing
the American flag are seldom
convicted, but the courts are
resisting arguments based on first
amendment rights, instead
throwing the cases out on
narrower grounds, according to a
study by the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Several courts have rules that
variations on the flag which make
political points are not violations
of flag desecration laws, generally
because the new item is not a flag.
In Minnesofil,l'or example, a man
was acquitted of desecration
charges after he displayed a flag
with a peace symbol instead of
stars. The court held that the flag
was not a flag within the meaning
of the law, ignoring the larger
question of the constitutionality
of the flag desecration laws.
A Pennsylvania student was
held on $7 5,000 bail after

Commission Asks Smut Law Revisions
By United Press International
WASHINGTON- Disavowed
in advance by the Nixon
Administration and disputed by
three of its own members the
Commission on· Obscenity' and
Pornography Wednesday
recommended repeal of all laws
against distributing explicit sexual
materials to consen.ting adults.
"There is no warrant for
co ntinu'ld governmental
interf'lrence with the full freedom
of adults to read, obtain or view
w:hatever such material they
wish," the commission said.
The 17 ·man panel, created by
Congress in 1967, said laws
against distribution of
pornography to young persons
sh o u I d include only pictorial
material, because the risk of harm
to juveniles from written matter
does not justify its' prohibition.
No Public Displays
But the commission
recommended enactment of state
and local laws forbidding public
displays of sexually explicit
pictorial materials and approved
in principle the provision of the
1970 Postal Reorganization Act
outlawing the mailing of
unsolicited advertisements of a
sexually explicit nature to those
JYho object to receiving them.
The majority report said it
found no evidence that
pornography was a significant
cause of crime, sexual deviancy or
severe emothional disturbance in
adults or youths.
Nevertheless, it called for a
"massive sex education effort"
among adults and youths
involving the family ' school ,
church and other agencies.
"Its purpose should be to
contribute to healthy attitudes
and orientations to sexual
relationships so as to provide a
sound foundation for our
society's basic institutions of
marriage and family. It should be
aimed at achiaving an acceptance
of sex as a normal and natural
part of life and of oneself as a
se.xual being," the report said.
"Leaked In Advance"
The reports' contents had been
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Millions Mourn Nasser
CAIRO-They came in the millions Wednesday-the mighty and the
Egyptian peasant stock into which he was born-to pay tribute to
Gamal Abdel Nasser . .
, His body lay in a wooden coffin encased in ice, as it will be until the
1state funeral Thursday. The temperature was 95 degrees.
Swathed in black and near collapse, Mrs. Tahia Nasser visited the tiny
clinic at the Kubbeh palace, where her husband lay. With her were her
three sons, two daughters and their husbands.
She conferred for 11 minutes with Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin,
who headed the list of foreign dignitaries. They were banned from
viewing the body, under Moslem law, but signed a special book.
Yasser Arafat, the Palestinian guerrilla leader, arrived and wept
throughout a meeting with Aly Sabry, a member of the higher
executive committee of the Arab Socialist Union, Egypt's only political
party. Sabry is a leading contender for the Egyptian presidency.
Government officials said 17 heads of state, nine prime ministers,
two vice presidents and scores of other ministers and official envoys
would take part in the funeral.
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Statistics Committee
Serves ASUNM, GSA
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Last Hostages Freed
The last six hijack hostages released by Palestinian guerrillas flew out
of Jordan Wednesday with kind words for. their captors. Shortly after
the six departed from Amman, Britain announced seven Arab
commandos imprisoned in Europe would be freed.
The six former hostages, all of them men and American citizens, flew
from the Jordanian capital to Nicosia, Cyprus, on a chartered Middle
East Airlines plane. After a 50-minute layover they took off again on
another chartered plane for Athens, Greece, wher'l five of them
transferred to a New York-bound non-stop Trans World Airlines flight.
Abraham Harari-Raful said the six were held in the Jordanian town
of Irbid, 54 miles north of Amman and a gue1·rilla stronghold in the
Jordanian civil war, after they were taken off their plane.
In London the British government freed Leila Khaled, the girl
guerrilla who tried to hijack an Israeli airliner, and flew her to West
Germany en route to Cairo.
The British government said West Germany and Switzerland were
also releasing six other Arab commandos held for attacks on airliners to
fulfill their part of the bargain for th'l safe rel!lase of all hostages aboard
three jetliners hijacked to Jordan.

U Students Will Vote
On Indo-China Issue

DO YOU KNOW
Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy
can help you:

/

Improve your ability to concentrate
Achieve certain goals

If she wears nothing else.. .
make sure she wears a ring

Aid in concentration for
exams
Aid in self -cqnfidence, alertness,
and·mental .expansion

jEWELERS

.

107 Girard SE

"The Unusual as Usual"
TELEPHONE

26!l·4480

SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-A sniper's bullet exploded 21 tons of
dynamite aboard a truck on a mission for a firm struck by the
Teamsters Union Wednesday, blasting a 100-foot crater in a highway
and disintegrating the vehicle and its driver.
Police arrested four men and two women, including two Teamsters
members riding in a car behind the truck when it exploded along
Inter-State 44. A seventh suspect was sought.
''The truck is nowhere. It's ~one," said Ernest Decamp of
Springfield. "It was blown to bits. It's an incredible sight to see."
The tractor-trailer was leased to Tri-State Motor Transit Co. of
Joplin, Mo., one of the nation's largest haulers of explosives, The firm
has been struck by the union since Sept. 15.

U.S. Rationing Viet Supplies
SAIGON-Military sources said Wednesday that the U.S. Army
command in Vietnam has begun limiting supplies of ammunition and
most other equipment to its nearly 300,000 troops.
They said the most restrictive "available supply rate" (ASR) ever put
on U.S. troops in Vietnam had been applied to virtually all supplies,
including food and ammunition.
In some cases, they have told reporters they feel they are fighting
with less than enough ammunition.
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U.S.P. courses, stude11t-initiated or otherwise, are not "Honors" courses but are
open to any tun-time undm·g1·aduate student in good standing. 'l'hese courses are all
for one hour of credit, are taught by regular University staff members. G1·ading is on
a modified Pass-Fail basis: A, CR (Credit), NC (No credit). Grade of CR or NC is
not computed in grade-point average. Grade of A is computed.
The full list of U.S.P. courses and how to enroll in them will be announced near
the end of the current semester.
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Petitioners should secure from the U.S.P. office a copy of "Guidelines and Criteria for Selection of U.S.P. Courses" before trying to solicit student signatures or a
commitment from an instructor.
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rat~s for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

STUDENT-INITIATED COURSES
in the
UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR FROGRAM

.•..

Box 20, University P:O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277-4102, 277·4202
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kapy karner ·

spring, Semester II, 1970-71, they may petition to have such a course offered. The
topic desired and some suggested readings should be submitted with the petition.
Send or bring petitions to Dudley Wynn, Director, U.S.P., the Honors Center,
UNM.
A course will have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment
from an instructor willing to teach the course if it is chosen.
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smaller professiOnal staff under
Donna Fossum.
The number one priority for
the committee now is gathering
basic information on student
housing. Other upcoming projects
concern obtaining basic
information on bookstore policies
and on students' political
backgrounds and the number of
registered voters on campus. Also
planned is an analysis of the
ASUNM student government in
terms of spending and how many
students Lake advantages of
various benefits available, Hogg
said.
He stressed that although the
committee is under the Student
Lobby, its members are
researchers and not lobbyists.
ASUNM will be asked to fund the
committee "because we really do
not have th'l money to fund it out
of Lobby," Hogg explained.
Whether the committee will
continue under Student Lobby or
become a separate entity later is
still undecided, he said.

If ten or more students wish a one-hour seminar on a certain topic fm• next

The International Cent(•r
recl!ived $951 for furnitur!' for
the center's new addition which
was Opl•ned in July.
Senate defE'atcd an act which
would have deleted the salaries for
the ASUNM president and vice
president from the 1970-71
budget. Had the measure passed,
it would 11ot have effected the
present pn~sidcnt and vice
president.

Vol. 74

A Statistics and Research
Committee, operating under the
Student Lobby, was recently
established to provide student
government with statistics needed
to back up th'lir requests.
"We know the complaints that
students have and the problems
they face. But every time we
approach the administration or
anyone else with a problem we
have no statistics to back us up.
We just know the student feeling.
Now we'll be able to show that
'X' number of students are upset
about something," explained Tom
Hogg, committee chairman.
Basically, the committee will
formulate questions and polling
techniques, compile material and
interpret the results for use by
ASUNM and GSA.
.
The area that will formulate the
questions and polling techniques
will be headed by a professional,
as yet unnamed, Hogg said.
"We know what questions need
to be answered, but we need
someone who knows the best way
to formulate them and to get the
answers fairly," he added.
A staff of 10 students, all of
whom have had some experience
in polling techniques, will do the
research, polling and
statistics-taking under Eddie
Benevidez.
Results will be interpreted by a

Sniper Destroys Dynamite Truck

New Mexico Lobo

Relieve tension

6609 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

By United Press International

nearly all leaked, in advance,
minority report to ban from the
Attorney Gene1·al John N.
mails material judged obscene by
Mitchell said Aug. 22 that "the contemporary community
commission is not associated with standards.
the Nixon administration. If we
Meanwhile the minority group
want a society in which the noble on the commission charged that
side of man is encouraged and the panel's majority report "is
mankind is elevated, then I submit slanted and biased in favor of
pornography is surely harmful." Protecting the business of
In the minority report, two obscenity and pornography." One
clergymen and an attorney ~all~d .for a congressional
charged the American Civil m vestJgatJo n.
Liberation Union, which they said
The three objected to the
advocated free distribution of report, because it advocated
pornography, had gained control r7pe.al .of all laws forbidding
of the commission through its distri~Ution of sexually explicit
chairman, William Lockhart, dean m~ter1al to consenting adults and
of the University of Minnesota smd there was no evidence that
law school, and its general such material caused crimes or
counsel, Paul Bender, both of sexual deviations.
whom are ACLU members. The
"The inference from this
ACLU denied it.
~tatement, i.e., that pornography
~s harmless, is not only
Moral Anarchy
msupporta ble on the slanted
One of the three dissid'lnts
.....
attomey Charles H. Keating Jr. of evidence present; it is
~~),
Cincir;nati, President Nixon's only pr_eposterous," said Hill and Rev.
4-4;·:~
•
Wmrey
C.
Link
in
their
formal
appomtee on the commission
created during the Johnson minority report.
Views "Preconceived"
administration, asked Congress to
They also charged that the
investigate the panel on grounds
Jane Hunt, suspended for one
its majority advocated "moral report represented "the
semester because of alleged
preconceived views of the
anarchy."
"records falsification," recently
At . a news conference formally chairman and his appointed
appealed the charge to Student
releasmg the report, Lockhart said counsel, that the commission
Standards
Committee. Standards
in answer to a qu'lstion there was should arrive at those conclusions
voted
Monday
night to stay the
most
compatible
with
the
now no political support for
suspension
for
the
duration vf the
viewpoint
of
the
American
Civil
enactment of the commission's
Wall
Against
the
case
hearing.
Hunt,
charged
recommendations, But he said the Liberties Union."
specifically
with
falsifying
the
main value of the commission's
sig.nature
on
a
drop·add
slip,
work was the research that fills a
Geology Lectures
clmmed she had been denied her
long-time void of information
Three
public lectures two
legal rights by proceedings of the
about pornography,
dealing
with
space
projects,
are
Faculty Subcommittee on
Keating said that if Nixon had
scheduled
at
the
department
of
Falsification
of Records.
appointed the commission it
geology
during
the
next
two
"would have stuclt to the historic weeks.
concept of handling pornography
Eugene M. Shoemaker
through law."
chairman
of the division of
The Rev. Morton A. Hill, one
geological
sciences
at California
of the three dissidents a Jesuit
Institute
of
Technology
will
priest from New York a~d head of
discuss
geological
results
~f
the
an organization called Morality in
Apollo
mission
to
the
moon
at
Media, said the report was "a
The ASUNM Senate last night opinion. After certification of the
4:30
p.m.,
Oct.
9
in
the
geology
s~oddy piece of scholarship,
voted
to place two referendum
results, the figures will be sent to
building room 116.
btased from beginning to end."
questions
on
the
ballot
for
the
President
Nixon with a letter of
Results of the Apollo 12 lunar
Minority Report
Oct.
9
special
election.
They
also
explanation
signed by the
magnetometer operation will be
Cnairman Thaddeus J. Dulski the topic ofan Oct. 13 talk by C. voted to hold a mock election for
president and vice president of
(D·N.Y.), of the House Post
both ASUNM and GSA.
Sonett. He is assistant director New Mexico governor, senators
0 ffice Committee, meanwhile P.
Senate defeatl•d 8 to 7 a
of the National Aeronautics and and representatives on the same
introduced a bill he said would Space Administration's Ames date.
motion to place a question
comply with a request in the Research Center Moffett Field
One of the referendum
conc!'rning allocating money to
Hom!'coming Committee on the
Calif. Same time ~nd place.
' questions is an amendm<'nt to thl~
special !'lection ballot, but a
Shoemaker is scheduled for a ASUNM Constitution which
similar qu(•stion will lw plae('d on'
second lecture on Oct. 9 at 8:30 would change it to con~ur with
\;'1
the
UNM
Regents'
r!'cent
dt'cision
tlw ballot in till' r!'gular t•lect ion
p.m. in room 116. He will "ive a·
that
the
faculty
no
long!'r
must
latl'r
in the fall.
slide-illustrated lecture titled "In
In o th t>r aelion last night,
the Footsteps of John Wesley approve aml'ndments to tltl'
ASUNM Constitution. ThiH Sl•nalt• allocatNI $2000 to tlw
Powell."
referendum qtwstion can b!' vot!'d
Hadio Board to purchast• IWW
on
only by nwmbers nf ASUNM.
('Cjttipml•nt. for KUNl\1. ThC'
Chemistry Professor
The othl•r ref!'rl•ndum q ll!'stion
equipml'llt is m•t•dNI becaust' of
Fritz Scheyer Allen has been
will
ask
students
to
stat!'
their
KUNM's <•xpanded hours and tH'W
appointed as an assistant professor
feelings
about
the
conduct.
of
the
featun•s
which madl' some of lht•
in the chemistry department.
existing (•quipme nt inad!'q uat(',
Allen, formerly from the lndo·China war: the war must end
explained Station Managl'r Lane(•
University of California at immediately, and all troops
rem<?ved
as
f~st
as
is
physically
Woodworth.
Berkeley is a specialist in the
physical chemistry of possible; the Nixon administration
Sl•nate also allocatNl $700 to
macro-molecules and the is following the only realistic the language dPpartment to fund
application of physical chemistry course toward ending the war; the an l'xperimenlal Spanish 252
U.S. should pursu!l a course
to biological systems.
toward military victory, or no class; Students will r<'ceivt• regular
crecht for thP class, which will usE'
New M!'xico Spanish culture as a
basis for teaching the languagt', a
speake1· for the pro~ram said.

paintii1i("a·· flag on a sheet and
displaying it on his house. For the
stars, he substituted crosses and
Stars of David to represent the
war dead. A peace symbol was
painted ov()r the stripes.
Convicted in a lower court, he
appealed and won. The case was
dismissed.
In Colorado, a youth who
ripped a flag to dramatize a class
speech was reinstated by court
order, He was expelled under a
state law prohibiting behavior
"inimical to the welfare, safety
and morals of other pupils." The
court overturned the expulsion on
grounds that the student had not
damaged his fellow students'
"welfare, safety and morals." >It
refused to say whether the
expulsion violated the first
amendment rights of the student.
In Washington state and New
Hampshire, persons have been
freed after arrests for sewing the
flag onto another; item, a car in
Washington and a jacket in New
Hampshire. In one •~ase the
charges were dismissed, while they
were dropped in the other.
In the state of Washington, a
trial which had aroused
considerable publicity resulted in
a conviction of the defendant for
flag burning despite evidence he
wasn't there at the time and a
confession from another man. The
judge sentenced the defendant to
six months in jail and fined him
$500, observing that "th!lre is too
much of this going on in our
country today. Fr!ledom is a
one-way street. Freedom is the
right to do the right thing, not as
someone pleases."
In many cases, lawyers are
presenting a collection of more
than 100 flag items collected by
Pennsylvania lawyer Bernard L.
Segal. Included are a cancelled
("defaced") U.S. six cent flag
stamp, a bikini, ties, belts, a
photograph of Roy Rogers and
Dale Evans in flag vests, a toilet
lid, a beer serving tray and a civil
war photograph of Lincoln and
McClellan in a tent eating from a
table covered with a flag.
There have been conflicting
federal court decisions on whether
a youth has the right to remain
seated during the pledge ·~f
allegiance to the flag.
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New Check-Out System Proposed

j Arts & Media

GSA Moves on Library

Mani

Sud

rndian Festival Planned
By Indo-American Assn
The Dewali, India's Festival of
Lights, is one of several activities
planned this year by the UNM
Indo-American Assn.
"The purpose of the
Indo-American Assn.," said Mark
Hudson, secretary-general and
treasurer of the UNM chapter, is
to promote an interaction of (Far
East) Indian students with
American students and citizens."
The 23-year-old graduate student
said this would be done through
parties, travel and interest
meetings that should begin in
November.

QUIVIRA

The Indo-American Assn. was
founded in 1965 but functioned
on a minor scale, Hudson
reported. At present, the UNM
chapter has 40 student members
with 30 other Indian citizens
I iving in the community. The
organization is affiliated with the
UNM International Center.
Other officers are Surindernath
Sud of New Delhi, India, who is
president and Natarajan Mani of
Bombay, India, vice president.
Sud plans to teach Hindi as
soon as "20 people show
interest".

BOOK
SHOP

ARtHlTEtTU.I\E

NEWS

STtlDEIUTS

Quivira Book Shop Now
Has Books For Your
Recommended Reading Lists
Such as:
EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE
AMERICAN SKYLINE
PIONEERS OF AMERICAN DESIGN

2128 Central SE
10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

242-7617

GSA·sponsored proposals for
UNM library improvement were
met with verbal approval by the
Library Committee Wednesday
night, Among new policy
suggestions submitted to the
committee were revision of
lengthy check-out procedures,
need for an all library inventory
and campus book drop stations.
GSA President Bill Pickens
submitted improvement proposals
to the regular meeting of the
Library Committee. He stressed
"the willingness of the GSA to
help implement any courses of
action taken to improve library
operations and to make UNM
students aware of library
problems}'
Attacking the necessity of
present lengthy check-out
procedures, Pickens asked the
committee to approve an
experimental program using
computers to speed up book
check out. After lengthy
discussion of the feasibility of the

project and reassurance that the
project would neither interfere
with present methods of
check-out or cost the library any
money the committee agreed to
allow 'the GSA, several private
students and the student research
allocations committee use of their
funds to finance and implement
the experimental program.
'rhe experiment hopes to show
that by using the student ID
number as the' method of
identification for checking out
books and by computerizing the
pro cess, a more efficient and
speedier method of book
check-out could be implemented
by the library.
University head librarian D.O.
Kelley said the reason for using
the present method of checking
out a book, (requiring students
signature, ID number, address
and book's call number) was
"because the system was in
operation when I arrived." He
encouraged the implementation of

Apartments Vetoed
City Commission Says No
Despite a shortage of housing in the University area,
political science Professor Robert J. Sickels and several of
his neighbors Monday evening succeeded in combatting a
zoning change which would have allowed 30 one-bedroom
apartments to be built near the medical school.
The area being considered is located on the east side of
Stanfol'd N.E. between Marble and Constitution streets.
Pl'oponents of the zone change wanted the area l'ezoned
fl'om R-1 to R-2 which would allow for multiple ho~sing
complexes.
Opponents to the rezoning and the subsequent
apartments said they wanted to keep the area a "quiet"
residential locale. Another argument was that the
apartments would attract "certain undesirables" to the
neighborhood.
Construction of 26 one-bedroom apartments on
Stanfol'd between Marble and Mountain roads was
planned by L.M. Colclazier, a local realtor. John Keleher,
another landowner in the area, planned to build four
similar units on his property at the northeast corner of
Mountain Rd. and Stanford.
Colclazier, who has tried to get the area rezoned three
times in the past 15 years, said the projected cost of each
apartment would have "run between $7 and $8000". He
added that each apartment would have been completely
furnished and that he expected the l'ent to be "around
$140" with utilities included. Colclazier's apartments
would have bordered Sickels' house and property.
Colclazier's wife told The Lobo that three letters which
favored immediate housing development in the University
area had been submitted to the City Commission by the
medical school, the law school and the UNM housing
department.
The zone change lost three to one with commissioner
Word Payne voting in favor ~f the rezoning. Commission
Chairman Charles Barnhart said he was in favor of the zone
change and reminiscing about his days at law school, said,
"I would have given a leg to have lived where I wouldn't
have had to walk across campus to get to class."
Barnhart can vote only in case of a tie.

pushers wanted
Sell the HARD TIMES,
Albuquerque's newest newspaper. Sample earnings from last edition: $ J 7, $ J0.50
and $ J4.00 all in about 3 hours. See us outside the north entrance of the Union
Thursday.
.•, p

the check-out-by -computer
experiment and said, "The best
thing we could do would be to
jump to a computer-type system."
Campus Book Drops
Kelley agreed with Pickens'
statement that because of the
campus parking problem, many
people found it difficult to return
books. He promised to "look into
the possibility of creating two or
three book drop stations situated
around the campus. The proposed
book drops would cost
"approximately $150 each," said
Kelley. He told the committee .
and GSA representatives he would
try to get money for the drops
but stressed the scarcity of
additional funds.
The possibility of book renewal
by the telephone was presented as
another solution to the lengthy
check out procedures. The
committee stressed the clerical
complications of telephone
renewals but agreed such a
program on a limited basis
deserved looking into.
Library Inventory
The desire for a library-wide
inventory was presented by the
GSA representatives. The graduate
students asked for the inventory
because of the need to find out
what books were lost, stolen,
missing and mutilated.
Kelley contended the main
obstacles to a complete inventory
were lack of funds, staff and time.
He said, "Students are always
talking about keeping the library
open." Pickens agreed to secure
student opinion on keeping the
library closed the necessary
month in August, 1971, to
complete a total inventory of the
library. A member of the
committee estimated 700,000
pieces of literature in the library.
Prosecution of Thieves
One member of the committee
mentioned seeing several UNM
library books in a nearby
off-campus bookstore. The
committee agreed something
should be done and Kelley assured
those present he was taking steps
to prosecute stores possessing
marked UNM books, for
possession of stolen goods.
In each field of discussion the
committee expressed willingness
to cooperate with students in
attempts to improve library
services on campus but also
doubted the ability of the library
to obtain money to finance
improvement projects. Kelley said
he was only allocated $300,000
for books this year.
"Because the library is viewed
as being no good, students and
library officials need to get
together more often to discuss
problems," Kelley said.

Self-Hypnosis
'l'he Community College is
offering a course in self-hypnosis
beginning Monday, Nov. 0. The
class will meet each Monday
evening for six weeks at 7 in room
209 of the continuing education
building.
Registration for the course is
limited to the first 20 students
who apply, Registration may be
done at the continuing education
building. There is a $30 fee for
the course,

Loudon: It's All Out Front
Wainwright Raw, Innovated Guitarist

"LOUDON WAINWRIGHT
III"- Loudon Wainwright III
(Atlantic I SD 8260). Look at the
weird picture. See the wierd guy,
,Spy the funny name. Some phony
urban hobo with a gimmick that
sells records, right? Wrong.
The album cover may look a bit
incongruous (plush name, unplush
guy) but Loudon Wainwright III is
100 percent, unadulterated hot
shit-the bee's knees, an
intellectual with some guts and
the first musical contributor to
really contribute in a long time.
That is not to say Loudon
Joe is the neighbor who's telling how he'd like to put it to Wainwright III is 100 percent
invited over to your folks for use, ogling (and more) chicks one unadulterated hot shit for
dinner while you're home from third his age and heaping admiration everyone. Quite the contrary. In
school for the summer, and tells on a murderer because he rid the fact, most. everyone is likely to
you the Commie punks have world of "one more junkie." Yet find him unexciting-dismissing
his voice as too raunchy, his
taken over your college,
the majority of the audience musicianship as too simple, his
He's the one who sees an
obviously bra-less girl bounce by continues to laugh at (with) ol' lyrics as overly exaggerated. This
Joe, while the scattered gloomy prognosis is not designed
and proclaims to his wife that it's youngsters
shake their heads in
no wonder the kids are dying off disbelief and sink farther into to brand Loudon as a bad guy.
Conversely, Loudon is so good he
like flies from VD, the way they their seats with paranoia.
transcends
the limited taste
sleep with just anybody,
The N.Y. Daily News labeled thresholds of most music listeners.
Today we bring the bedbug of the frontierish existance in the
He's the guy who screams, "Joe". . . "devastatingly funny."
down/
an
uncanny
and
highly
With
"Grow up and get a haircut, ya "Devastating," definitely.
commune. That's part of the
Watch me baby, hail a taxi·cab/ problem with this album. Unless
dope fiend!" at the long-haired "Funny," no-depending upon developed eye for social dramas
and delights which revolved·
You and me are goin uptown.
kid who cuts him off in traffic.
you've come in contact with all
where your head is at. It is a around him Loudon weaves his
Words u.sually have a tough the pleasure and pain of the inner
Yes friends, we all know, or superbly- (one is tempted to say.
way through a labyrinth of social time coming across on paper and
have at least run into, a Joe or
city (Loudon's world) it's tough
conditions (some good, some not it's even tough with Loudon
made
film,
and
should
perfectly)
to relate.
two in the last few years. But
while his loud-mouthed rantings literally shake you, if you have so good) with a near-perfect Wainwright f o r his raw, but
One other thing. There are
are irritating, even infuriating at the awareness and honesty to stylistic blend of personal and innovative guitar work is so some really startling parallels
times, many have learned to admit that it's no fairy tale or analytical observation. There are precisely tied to the lyrics that between Wainwright and Dylan,
ignore such harrassment with an left-wing propaganda. The most no hackneyed attempts to· estrangement is impossible. The Most would be too pretentious for
attitude of superiority. "Sticks one can discount it is to say it scruitinize what's wrong in beauty of the mixture (words and
me to draw but there is one
and stones" and all that. Let them depicts something which has not America a Ia Phil Ochs, nor are music) is that Wainwright similarity I can't resist recording.
yet come to pass, though many there any bullshit, sophomoric succeeds like no one I've heard for
talk, our day is coming....
Loudon definitely stands alone
will
dispute even that. The reality impressions of traumatic love ages, in using the music as an
. . . If you live to see it,
but
the key to the man and his
brother. Because Joe is dangerous. is emphasized by the absolutely affairs, leaving home for the first ultra-smooth and appropriate world (like Dylan's) can be found
That is obvious from the first time true-to-life way in which every time or hassles with parents. All vehicle for his themes. In short, in one place only-the music. No
you see and hear him in the bar, scene, action and dialog is depicted. the observations are housed in a there are no distractions and each amount of "Rolling Stone"
carrying on about "niggers." You When's the last time you saw a framework which oftentimes song stands by itself as a package, interviews or "Life" record
know, welfare, illegitimate kids, movie that followed the "heroes" summons pieces of personal separate from the others.
reviews will put you on to
When Loudon decided to motivations or introspection. It's
the standard mindless spiel. He into the john, and recorded their experience but never in a "this is
conversation as they relieved what happened to me when I was forego life in the American
easily moves into the area where themselves?
all out front in the songs on this
12" context.
mainstream he dropped into the gem of a first effort.
his real hatreds lie-the younger
This approach 'is perhaps best deep crevass of urban life instead
Comparisons of "Joe" and
generation. Everything about "Easy
Michael Blake
illustrated by the happiest song on
Rider"
are
inevitable,
and
them is rotten; poor Joe can't really pretty obvious after you've
the
album,
"Uptown,"
a
piece
even find a decent song to play on seen "Joe," It hits much harder which neatly reveals the visceral
She loves you .....
the juke box because the than "Easy Rider," simply nature
but
she loves you better ...
of Loudon's surroundings
"hippies" have loused up "the because it spends the whole time and his concerned but
ina TUXEDO
whole culture."
showing you the perpetrators of nevertheless free-wheeling attitude
But wait a minute. . . what's the evil act, rather than the toward the adversity of the daily
this? You notice the audience victims. "Easy Rider" told you routine.
(part of it, anyway-a large part) you'd better watch out; "Joe"
"Downtown is wl1ere it's at, I
is laughing. They're laughing tells you who to watch out for.
don't doubt that/
about what this guy is saying
But today I can do without./
If you happen to attend when
about young people, their music, the audience is largely older
I'm gettin sick of the songs, I'm
their clothes, their way of life. people, you'll probably witness tired of dodging the bums/
That's not so bad, really-they're the same frightening display I
And all the freaks are freakin
COAT AND TROUSERS
$6.50
just getting a little revenge. But did-you'll keep asking yourself, me out./
COMPLETE
OUTFIT
$10.00
they were also laughing about "What are these people laughing
Today we ruin the roach/
what Joe had to say about for?" And there probably will be
SIMON'S DOWNTOWN
FIRST AND GOlD
Today we conquer the crab/
PHONE 247·4347
"niggers;" that's not so easy to a lot of older people going to see
take. They weren't laughing as "Joe," because it's just as much a
hard, true, because they know movie for the "hard hat" as for
that's not really the proper thing the "hippie." For totally opposite
to do in 1970.
reasons. I've never even heard of a
The thing is, though, they are movie like this before, where what
laughing-and not at Joe, but with goes on on the st'reen is linked so
him. Tho laughter is a sign of directly to real life, to the people
identification; it's pretty hard for in the theater. Nor have I ever
someone you find despicable to heard of one that delivered such a
say something that could make totally different message,
you laugh. Joe clearly tells the depending on the orientation of
audience what type of guy he is the viewer. "Joe" is an incredible
with that opening racist speech; movie.
he continues to tell you by
showing you his gun collection,
-charles Andrews

RENTS
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•

•
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•
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'rhe Indo-American Assn. will
h o 1d a business and planning
meeting on Oct. 2, 6:30 p.m. in
Union room 231·D .

THE FASHIONABLE PIERCED LOOK
Put them on and these elegant ear
hoops of 14 karat gold look just
like pierced earrings. But, no piercing
required. And just $8 the pair.

PARKING GOT
YOU DOWN?
RIDE THE

for 5¢

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1919
· 314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque
Convenient lerms

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers, recbrd players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
·'
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES

Busses leave north parking lot Yniversity & Lomas starting at

8 :00 am and every 3 min after to U niv. & Rom a till 9 :30.
Loop bus leaves every 10 min and makes a loop of campus.

No Parking! No Waiting!
Go Albuquerque Transit

5003 Menaul NE
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Just apples. Ripe, rosy apples. Tart. SwBet. With a crisp,
flaky crust. McDonald's Hot Apple Pie. Comes completely
assembled in a handsome gift box.
LOCATIONS

4

. LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO, N.E.
• 5324 4th St., N.W.

f-A
McJonlld's
u

U®

CANDELARIA AT EUBANK, N.E .
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO, N.E .

Thursdny, October 1, 1970
?age 5

Rod Takes

~¥AC

Honors
As Spagnola Nips Henry
The Lobos barely missed uniform. But the conference
dominating the WAC honors office did not overlook big
category last week. The Denver Rodney's statistics and coaches'
con f ere nee office has selected reports.
Rod Wallace as the defensive
Wallace, whose 270 pounds can
player of the week and Joe
Spagnola of Arizona State. spell impending doom for any
Spagnola nudged the Lobos' Fred offensive ballcarrier, was credited
with nine tackles, three deflected
Henry for the offensive honors.
passes
and a fumble recovery
While many Lobo fans were
impressed with the running antics during the Wolfpack's upset of
of Henry against Utah, few Utah, 34-28.
realized tnat Wallace . was having
"Spagetti" Joe amassed 300
his finest game in a New Mexico yards in total offense with 253

6

Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1970
From Your "U Dairy Queen"

See The UNM Lobos vs. Texas
El Paso
Fly to El Paso

Visit Juarez, Mexico
Stay at the Holiday Inn

All Expenses Paid.
. Plus $35 Spending Money

DRAWING
OCT. 19

Register often on the back of your food
purchase stub
.

.

.

Da1rq ·

·Queen

at Your 11UDairy Queen 11

(Where you can also "Pick the Pro Games" each week and win valuable prizes.)

2300 Central SE

(just across from. Popejoy Hall)

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED AD~ERTISING

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

Dy ROGER RUVOLO
_:_

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Observatory Open House
conducted at Temple Albert
The UNM observatOl'y will be (reform) at 1006 Lead S.E. and informal discussion at the
open to the public every Thursday B'nai Israel Synagogue International Center, 1812 Las
evening from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. (conservative) at 415 Cedar S.E. Lomas.
The observatory is on the south
Radio Club
edge of the north golf course, just
Ski Club
The UNM Amateur Radio Ch1b
north of the intersection of
The UNM Ski Club will meet will hold its first meeting
Lomas and Yale, N.E.
Thursday evening at 7 in the Thursday, 7 p.m. at Ferris
Union Theater. Officers will be Engineering Center, room 143A.
M.A.S.H.
elected and ideas for ski trips will Ownership of equipment or
There will be a meeting of be discussed. Dues are $3.
knowledge of code is not required
M.A.S.H., Thursday night at 6 in
for
membership. Anyone who
room 1080 Mesa Vista Hall. All
Rivers
Lecture
shows
a genuine interest in radio
are welcome.
Wilga Rivers, on the faculty of is invited to attend.
Teacher's College, Columbia
High Holy Days
Agora
University, will speak on Oct. 1 at
The Jewish community of 8:30 p.m. in the Union theater.
Agora, a center designed to
Albuquerque invites UNM Jewish The topic of her lecture will be cope with students' personal
students to participate in High "Linguistic and Psychological problems, will hold two meetings
Holy Days ceremonies in area Factors in Speech Perception."
next week.
synagogues. Ceremonies will be
The first is to be 0 ct. 1, in
At 4:30 p.m. she will lead an
room 139 in the biology building,
and the other is scheduled Oct. 7at 4 p.m. in the Union, room
250C.
Anyone interested should
attend one of the meetings or
contact Arnold Padilla (877-9247}
or David Roach (242-4379).

Norm Ellenberger leaned back in his chair. "You know, I
get up for a visit with a coach or a player like I get up for a
game. I feel almost the same emotion, the same enthusiasm.
After all, these players are the lifeblood of the program."
Ellenberger was talking about a subject that has become a
point of great interest to him-recruiting. Last spring,
Ellenberger, now considered one of the finest recruiters in
the Southwest, spent almost 10 weeks of continuous
traveling to reap what looks like one of the finest harvests the
Lobo basketball program has seen in the last few years. His
travels took him from Norfolk, Va., to the West Coast.
"Of course you get tired
when you're out that much,"
said Ellenberger. "You leave
Monday morning, travel all
week, and get back on a
Friday or Saturday. But I
enjoy the recruiting because I
feel like I am representing a
real great situation. I love the
Southwest; I try to acquaint
the player, his coach and his
family with New Mexico."
There is no specific
•
pattern to the job of
recruiting. There were many
cases, however, when
Ellenberger would first talk
to the coach of the player.
"After that, I get in touch
with the player himself.
Sometimes I call him first, or
Ellenberger
sometimes I'll write a letter."
Once player and recruiter meet face to face, the first
impression, the things he says about the program as well as
the environment, are the focal point of the first part of the
meeting. Ellenberger himself sometimes is surprised. "There
is so much difference between just hearing about a player and
visiting with him." For him, the experience entails more of
telling a recruit about what he would see and do at New
Mexico, and less about the pressures.
"In recruiting, I don't want to apply undue pressures on a
high school player," Ellenberger said. He mentioned that a
lot of recruiting takes place in the spring, and that a player
still has a lot of high school still left to finish. "A player can't
concentrate on good studies and good athletic achievement if
he has all this pressure."
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is
the governing body in recruiting when it comes down to what
a coach can give a player. There are a lot of rumors that
coaches give players color televisions, llama rugs and Cadillacs
just to tide them over, but this, according to Ellenberger, is
something that has been a little bit overdone. "I like to think
a young man comes to UNM because of what we have to
offer, instead of what we have to sell," he said.
Procurement of good talent is probably the most
important thing that the program has. "Recruiting is
practically a year-round process," Ellenberger said. "We've
had our share here." He looked up quickly as if he had said
something he shouldn't have. "I don't mean by that that the
good recruiting here is because of me," he said. But in truth
the recruiting program has placed up in both numbers and
talent since Ellenberger's arrival.

ONE Of THE BEST MOVIES
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR.

-Saturday Review

The•·e
are

f

7 & 10 PM 50¢ & ID
.

Spurs; Union, room. 231A,B,(!, 7

~Icdiation Soei(_lty; Union, rooms
250D·E, 8 p.m.
Students for Responsible Action;
Union, room 250C, 8 p,m,
Dept. of mod!'rll lattr,unges, Wilr,a
H.ivt-rs, lccturer.j Union, th~utrr, B:ao
p.m.
Circle I(; Union, north ballroom,
!l: 15 p.m.
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\
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~

______

... ------

on abortions
in Nnv l\1<•xico. I'll give you a referral i£
I ran talk to you nbout the abortion.
l'lrase rnll Deanne at 277-4202 n!ter 5
Itm. to mnke nn nppointm<.'nt. 10/7
COLLEGr~ INNBARBERSIIOP - -;.,~
hours, WI•'Snt 8:30-5 :45, TTh 9 :30·fi :45.
CI03ed Monday. 10/7
THE r,ono h doing a story on Gny I!ib.
It you nrc gny and fc•l like tallumr
about it, plcnse cull Snralt nt 277-4202,
nfk'r G J).m. to set an appointment. All
information will be eonfldcmtinJ.
WE- w ANi' ~u;- publish- ;.;;;;-fant;stio,
tmiqu" nml originnl Cr<'ntions ------ ~the
Thundt!rhinl litC'rnry nnd nrt mnrrnzme.
Dcntllille Oct. 30. Hm. 205, Journalism
llldr:. 10/5
l"RENCI! Indy offcrn Jirivat~ nnd grout>
li'ren("h inGtrucUon. ExccUcnt teaching
r('fl'rencC"s from State nnd Defense De!..
pnrtmonta. 266-8638, 10/5
MATH. Major n•eded. To tutor Math 121.
Cnll 842-6059. 10/5
W ANTI~D-P~t;Je interested in dancing.
lo tryout for UNM Folk Dunce Group.
No cxp('riencc ncccssnr;y. Come 1 Oct. 6,
6:30 p.m., Jolmsoti Gym, Hoom 184.
10/6
Tg studio or group rates available
!or unlv~rsfty students wlshhm to im11rove
lorhniqu"" in figure photography. PH01'0
ART L!oJAGUI~ ~268-0947. 10/1
llASIC MODBLlNG drumea n.vnilnhle nt """'
cfnl rat~ for university sLud~nts int~rcstrd in n modelin~ C'nreer or per..
sonnl fmprov~ment. MADEMOISELLE
MODI~I,ING AGENCY, 26R-7084. 5 to
G pm, 10/1
COMPLETE MIUAGJ~ nml cover now in.
Piclc Up In ltm. 205, Journnllsm llldll.
MARRIED STUDENTS HOSPITAL INSURANCE. Up to $400 for maternity,
For informntiot\ phone 242-1217. 10/6
THUNDERDIRD-UNM'a creative literary
nnU n.rt ll'l:ngnztn~now nce(!ptfng staff
npplicntions. Hm. 205 Journnlism llldg,
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED AJ?S mu;t be
in by 3 p.m. to run the followmg dny.

P:R'iVA

SATURDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 3, 8:30P.M. SHARP!
CIVIC AUDITORIUM-TICKETS $3 & $4 ON SALE NOW!

_:

PERSON AI,S

'Tm: Lcl'i!oi;d~inl:- ~lory

p.m.
Mcciral Trch Club, Union, room
250A, 7:30p.m.

Tickets Available at Fiddler Green's ih the Mall, Excte·A·Tdpe,
Mirandi, K&B, Reidling.

-

-- ---·-- ---

---~~-

-~- -~-~-

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) Per time r~. It nd b. to
15~, a!t~rnoons preferably or mnil.
run five ()r more eonsecult\'t- dn}·o 'nth
no changes the rate is redueM to 6c
Clnsaificd Advertising
Per word nnd the minimum numb~r of
UNM P .0. Box 20
wordg to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnyment mU!Jt be rnnde in full prior to insertion or advertisement.

Colling U
Gamma Sigma Sigma: Union, room
231D, 6:30p.m.
Black S tudcnt Union: Union
Ballroom, 7 p.m.
Christian Scienct' Or!!nnization~
Union, room 230, 7 p.m.
r~·r~e Univ,'rsity; Union, roo1n 250B ..
7p.m.
GSA· Union, room 12!l, 7 p.m.
Ski (!tub; Uttjon, theater, 7 p.m.

~-~ -~

ARTS E!©ll

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

2)

LOST&FOUND

DI~SPERATB-Jost

blue eontnc lenses in
white t'ase 9/20 in Me-sa Vista or on

llfnll. $10 rewnrd. Call 242·6671 pm. 10/1

3)

SERVICES

TYPING. Tenn Pnvera, manuscripts.
theses, etc. Doris Jackson, 206-2548. 10/6
FAST, EXPERT TYPING. Dissertation,
nmnuscript, tcchnicalt etc. Cathryn Reed,
2o5-t212. 1012

5)

Anyone interested in helping in
public affairs in the following
areas: high school recruitment,
the information bureau, the
speakers bureau or the truth
squad should call Mrs. Pickett or
RHO President Debbie Bruns at
4406.

Standefer
J. C. Standefer, a registered
clinical chemist, has joined the
faculty of the UNM school of
medicine as an assistant professor
of pathology.
Standefer holds a Ph.D. in
biochE"mistry from the University
of Kansas.

The Justice Dept. announced
Tuesday it has sent a formal
request to have federal
representatives visit UNM and 50
other colleges. The representatives
will be seeking what Atty. Gen.
John Mitchell terms a "beneficial
exchange of information and
views" with students.
President Ferrel Heady received
the request from Mitchell
yesterday. In his request, Mitchell
said in part that much of the
Justice Dept.'s work-law
enfor'cement, civil rights and
envil'onmen tal quality-is "of
deep interest to many younger
Americans."
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, announced
that a meeting would be held
today with GSA President Bill
Pickens and ASUNM President
Eric Nelson, to discuss accepting
the invitation. If the pl·oposal is
accepted, Lavender said a date
and time will be set for the
representatives to visit UNM.
Also included on the Justice
Dept.'s mailing Jist are four
predominantly black institutions,
and other. colleges and universities
ranging in size from
56,0 0 0 -student Indiana
University, to Reed College in
Portland, Ore., with only 1200
students.

Mitchell said the visits are
designed to improve
communications between college
students and the Justice Dept.
Top officials of the department
hope to meet informally with
students, discussing the
department's policies and programs, he added.
"We hope that this kind of
exchange of information and
views will he beneficial to all
concerned, the Attorney General
said.
Mitchell has not revealed
whether he would accompany the
representatives to the campuses,
but when he revealed the
campus-visitation idea last
summer, he said he hoped to be
able to participate in at least some
of the visits.
The 51 institutions were
se I e cted "to pl'Ovide a broad
cross-section of college
campuses," Mitchell said.
The list includes private as well
as public institutions.
Predominantly black schools
include Howard University in
Washington, D.C.; Atlanta
University in Atlanta, Ga.; Morgan
State College in Baltimore, Md.;
and Texas Southern University in
Houston, Tex.

TIRED OI•' PARKING tickets? Buy a motor
scooter I Call Ruy nt 277-4943 or 243-7247.
9/30
200 USED TV'a-nll styles. $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 10/9

6)

EMPLOYMENT

l'Ol'LESS GO-GO DANCERS--over 21 on
snlnry bnais. No experience necessary.
Six dnys/week, five hours/day. Attraetfve
and good figUr('..a. Gootl sn1ary. Duke Cave
nnd Lounge, 624 Central SW, Apply with
mnnnger in person niter 4 pm. daily. 10/7
YOUNG LADY to do housework nnd help
rna raise orchids. Must be responsible
nnd willing lo learn, 21i5-2415. 10/6

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

1970 STEREO CONSOLES (walnut) 4·
spcnker; $88. A1so stereo cotnponcnt sys ..
tl'ms complete with Gnrrnrd changer,
S)Jcnlcers nntl dust eoverw I~xtrn. j'acks on
ndd!tionni tnpe deck. $79.91i or monthly
JlnYmrnl8. United Freight Snlcs, 3920 San
Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-l"ri. Snt. until 6,
10/7

LAUREL
and HARDY

Castonguay

Charlie
BUSTER
KEATON

1064 JAGUAR MK-10, 4 door, alr, autornntil•, power steering. \V. H. Grneme
-!~~!4. 10/c_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
l''REE Old l'own mnp. Hnndloomed
fnbrics, ponehos (men and women's),
blnnl(cta, rugs. Casn Guatemn1n, Old
Town. I•,inest Ct!ntrnl, South American
Imports. 10/12
1969 TRIUMPH G50co TR-6. Excellent co'l·
dit!on. $926. 247-8587. 10/1

SEE

Thomas Tclisphore Castonguay,
chairman of the chemical
engineering department, has
returned from a joint meeting of
the American Institute of
Chemica) Engineering and the
Mexican Institute of Chemical
Engineering in Denver.
While in Denver, Castonguay
discussed research with former
UNM students John Knupp of
DuPont, Ron Tucker of Standard
, Oil of California, Jim Stewart of
Celanese Corp. and Richard Kobes
of Jefferson Chemical Corp.

FORSALE

2)
LOST&FOUND
8 NEW ZIG ZAG Sewing Mnehincs with
full !netory guarantee. Nntionnlly ndverLOST amnii gold ID bracelet, double chain.
tfaed brnn<l to be sold for $35 •neh.
Gall Cindy 243-9614.
MonthJ.v payments nvnilnble, These mnehirtcs rnny be inspected in warehouse nt
Lowr: A WIII'rl'J loather wnllot with vnluUNI1'gD FREIGHT SALES, 3920 Snn
nble idcntlflontlolti ntudertt ID nne!
Mat<'O NE, 0-9 Mon.•I•'ri, Snt. until 6,
driver's Ji~enac. REW Aim. Call 25610/7
0688 after ll pru, 10/2
LOST: GOLD
eli~.• inlti~ls .REB. Cnll, . USED BOOK SALE-Town Hnll, Coron-,
~ 277·4533, Rewnrd,'·10/l'
·
lido'Ccil!cr. Ftlf-Snt> Oct. '2, 11. 1012 · · ·

TIE

Research Lecture
Gerald D. Nash will give UNM's
16th annual Research Lecture at 8
p.m. Oct. 5 in the Kiva. Nash's
topic will be "The American West
in the 20th Century." He will
describe the effects the West has
in setting patterns later followed
by the rest of the nation·.

Mitchell Asks Consent
For Justice Dept. Visit

Public Affairs

TECHNICDLOR®fRDM WARNER

~~t-'9 SHOW+ TiE'Ytf',
...

.

'•

•

RHO officers elected last week
are Pat Griego I first vice president,
Andy Branch, second vice
president, Gail Wade, secretary
and Laura St. Peter, treasurer.

STI:.VI: MCOUI:I:N
· AS ~~ULLITT'
) ~susu~lifiiii.ii!~E!J!oniicfsJ
BROS.-SEVEN
VI
,
Saturday & Sunday, October 3-4

4. For Rent

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~.

R HC Officers

bad cvps
and there
m·e fSVVd
cvps·-and
then
there's
13ullitt.

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING---

ENCLOSED$·---~
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Recruiting II

"rhursday, Oet. 1
Amei<•an Indian Law Center: Union,
room 230, noon.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

'

I
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University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

tip-off

. yards passing and 47 rushing..to
eclipse Henry's efforts. Spagnola,
perhaps the finest quarterback in
the WAC, led the Sun Devils to a
surprisingly easy 35-13 win over
Kansas State. KSU had been
ranked as high as 13th nationally
at the outset of the season.
ASU coach Frank Kush
obviously thought that his
quartPrha~k deserved the honor.
"He did a fantastic job against a
very fine Kansas State defense,"
lauded Kush.

F,.$
WEEKEND FOR TWO $

re

'......... . ........ -,.. ............ . .

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHAitiSHI
MAHESH
YOGI
Transcendental
Meditation
is a natural
spontaneouS~

technique which
allows each
individual to
expand his
conscious mind
and improve
all aspects
of l'fe.

Introductory Seminar
October 1, 1970
8:00p.m.
SUBRm.250D
UNM
STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY

H
E

L

KEYSTONE

COPS

FLICKER
CLASSICS
Friday, October 2, 1970
7 & 10 PM 50¢ & ID
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Birds ~Tithout A Roost:

The

Parl~ing

Problem

Cars are double-parked and
crammed illegally into every nook
and cranny on the main campus.
r from
t
The 1shu~tle bus~s /~ve ~n;arldng
new, amos un~se s u =~ us run
lots to key pomts on c P '
empty.
At least 2000 new students' cars
continue to jam into the cen~ral
campus like hungry hounds prowlmg
for just one more nonexistent space.
No passengers stand at the
three-minute-wait bus stops. No one
is paying the nominal five cent fare
to ride the shuttle buses to class. .
As the weather gets colder th1s
winter the parking problem will get
worse.
The new shuttle bus system is not
the ideal permanent solution to our
overpopulated campus's parking
problem, but unless students begin
using the new parking lots and
shuttle buses, the project will fold.
Long walks from distant parking lots
in cold winds will inevitably be the
story again this winter.
We feel the efforts made by the
ad min istra tio n and student

governments, however late, were
initiated in good faith with students'
comfort ~nd conveni~nce in mind.
If dnvers contmue to rebuff
· attempts to give emergency relief to
the campus parking crisis, no one can
expect the student governments or
the administration to be enthusiastic
a bout solving future campus
problems.
we have been given the
opportunity to demonstrate to the
administration and student
governments that UNM students can
function and act as a community. By
cooperating with the new shuttle bus
and parking lot program, we can
begin to solve at least one of our
campus problems.
If the project fails because of
student apathy, anyone getting a
ticket for illegally parking or anyone
who winds up walking long frigid
distances to class this winter,
deserves what he gets: a cold dismal
walk each morning and the cold
shoulder from the administration
when renewed cries for action are
made.
Barbara Morgan
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Letters:
Reply to Stratman
To the Editor:
The Student Health Service is a
natural target for criticism-often
justified, often unjustified. The
protection of professional
confidences often prevents us from
replying to such criticism. However,
on the case of the letter of complaint
from Prof. Stratman in The Lobo,
Sept. 28, I would like to make a few
observations.
Faculty members are not eligible
for care at the Student Health
Service except in case of emergency.
Prof. S.tratman claims an emergency
existed; however, he did not choose
to receive the necessary treatment
from his private physician although
he was in his office and examined
prior to his arrival at the Student
Health Service. Obviously this was a
ploy on Prof. Stratman's part to
avoid paying the private physician's
fee, and instead receive free care at a
facility reserved for the sole use of
students.
Dr. Jack M. McCabe
Director, Student Health Service

tenure (one month) I have come to
the understanding that this year the
SHC is to be a "political target." The
press has carried written word from
Nelson that, along with the parking
lots, the SHC is "inadequate." A
disgruntled member of the student
body has made known that hostile
sexual intercourse be done upon my
body, and of late Stratman has
resorted to vice president-like
half-tactics and emotionalism in
relating a personal experience with
the SHC-il1,.tended to leave a bitter
taste in the mouths of all. Well done,
David.
Now I believe the time has come
for students themselves to deliver
their thoughts-rather than hear the
self-appointed or "democratically
elected" mouths of same. As a result
of this basic lack of real
communication between the
students and the Health Center,
there exists at present a void
between the two. Both sides can
only benefit from the knowledge of
the other-thus open honest criticism
and suggestions are wanted and
necessary-and heads must assume a
position amenable to same.
Dr. Dennis Jackson

Sexual Confusion
To the Editor:
Recently The Lobo has printed
several articles using a questionable
point of style. In the Sept. 15 issue,
under the heading "Day Care Center
Opens Without Food Supplies,"
Dondi LaRue, who is also referred to
as "she," is called simply "LaRue"
throughout the article.
Although the person indicated is
evidently a woman, she is referred to
neither as "Miss" nor as "Mrs." The
same error occurs in an article titled
"Police Shove, Hit Marchers" in the
Sept. 16 issue. Lisa Nasci is referred
to simply as "Nasci." In the lead
story of Sept. 25; Jane Hunt is
reduced to "Hunt." And on page 3
of the Sept. 28 issue, Vickie Carr
becomes simply "Carr/'
In my experience as a journalism
student and as a newspaper reader, I
have never seen this style employed,
and I find it objectionable. Please
explain why you use it.
Health Center Feedback
Anne Morgan
To the Editor:
(Editor's Note: The use of "Miss"
This is an open letter to the or "Mrs." while not using ~'Mr." is
students of UNM, one Eric Nelson simply a throwback to male
and another David Stratman.
chauvinism. We say why be
My .present position is that of chauvinistic in the age of women's
physician at the Student Health liberation? Everyone's equal,
Center (SHC). During my short whether they be Miss, Mrs. or Mr.)

ReDia:

Liberal
Facade

By SHARON BOUTON _
The Lobo's reprinting of Sen.
George McGovern's remarks on
radicalism should serve to open a few
eyes, at least on the issue of the
greatest obstacle on the road to a

Athletic Money
To the Editor:
My congratulations to Glodt-Stern
and Brands for two excellent stories
on athletics at UNM in The Lobo of
Sept. 29.
Concerning B-Eall coach King's
comment, "But if you don't make
the public happy you don't get their
backing and they pay the bucks." As
pointed out in a previous letter,
ticket sales and guarantees (in fiscal
1969) provided only 47.5 percent of
the intercollegiate athletic budget
while mandatory student fees and
the state appropriation provided 47
percent. The student pays, not the
public, for intercollegiate athletics at
UNM whether the student likes it or
not. The student, you, pays for the
tutors, scholarships and other
benefits enjoyed by UNM jocks.
Quoting from an Ohio University
(Athens, Ohio) task force (appointed
by the university president and
composed of students, faculty and
administrators) that called for
elimination of the school's entire
intercollegiate athletic program in
May, 1970, "The heavy subsidizing
of student athletes is out of
proportion to subsidies provided for
academic excellence." Clearly this is
the case at UNM.
Robert U. Anderson

"serve the people," non-exploitive
society: the liberal democratic
facade.
McGovern has joined Agnew in
the baiting game (only the rhetoric is
slightly more sophisticated) when he
notes that "Even though their own
freedom depends on the American
legal and political system, they use
that freedom to proclaim the
worthlessness of the system that
makes their protest possible."
This man must have blinders on.
We have come to understand that
talk is pretty cheap and that when
political groups move to action
around their programs they are
crushed. Medical and breakfast
programs operated by radical groups
get busted all over the country; the
organizers get sent up by the
political railroad loosely known as
the "justice" system. And as a clear
warning, the present regime's agents
resorted to outright political murder
when Chicago police killed Black
Panther leaders Fred Hampton and
Mark Clark. And Bobby Seale's visit
to Albuquerque in May, 1969 was
probably the last time you will see
him out of Am erika's jails.
How many more McCarthy
electoral campaigns do people have
to go through before they realize
that the grand imperial war machine
is not going to be stopped in
Southeast Asia and everywhere else
simply by talking? I suppose the
unshakeable faith in the so-called
democratic processes that most
liberals have would give the electoral
system an infinite number of changes
to end the Vietnam war: 1970,
1972, 197 4, ad naseum.
Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman
may be justly criticized for some
heavy ego-tripping but the
implications that their book revenues
have made them fat cats with plush
pads and lots of stock market spare
change is a bit too much. In fact the
Yippies recently donated $30,000 in
book money toward the $100,000
bail ranson in the New York Panther
21 political prisoner case.
What McGovern is really upset
about is that the facade which he
and many others so painstakingly
constructed to cover for the
oppression of people throughout the
Third World and the colonial m·eas of
the United States is being ripped off,
and what's more, people intend to
stop the machine by auy means
necessary.
Good luck in your :1.972
presidei1tial campaign, George. With
any luck, may be you will head the
first U.S. government to be dealt
with by a genuine social revolution.
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